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Do you want an environment in which you and your strengths can fully contribute? Then come to us to 
Renchen (between Baden-Baden and Offenburg) as 
 

MECHATRONICS ENGINEER | m|f 
with longterm assignement to North America 

 With a global presence in more than 40 countries and a know-how that has grown over 150 years, we tackle the 
most demanding construction engineering challenges. We are the specialists for geotechnical solutions - 
worldwide. 
 
KGS Keller Geräte & Service GmbH is manufacturer and service provider of all companies of the Keller Group. 
The new development, further development and production as well as the securing of a functioning machine 
park are main tasks of the KGS. 
.  
 

Your tasks: 
 You are responsible for the construction, maintenance and repair of Keller construction machines. 
 This includes the commissioning, testing, setting and connection of mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical and electronic 

systems to your tasks. In addition, you can apply various plans, such as circuit diagrams and assembly drawings. 
 Support for installations, commissioning, product demonstrations and training of operating personnel within the Keller Group in 

Northamerica 
 You work in modern workshops or partly on site in customer service in the maintenance, repair and repair of various Keller 

construction machines. 
 
 

Your profile: 
 You have your training as an agricultural | construction machinery mechanics, locksmith, industrial mechanic, automotive mechanic 

or a comparable educational level 
 Professional experience and good knowledge of hydraulic systems and in control technology 
 Teamwork, reliable and independent way of working 
 International driving license class C / CE 
 Fluent language skills in English, spoken and written  

 
 

Our foundation for your career start: We offer a demanding and challenging working environment, a modern workplace, 
good conditions for the compatibility of work and family, a pleasant working environment, the possibility for regular training, flat 
hierarchies, independent and responsible work in their area of responsibility. Become part of a strong and experienced team, 
where everyone can rely on the experience of others. 
 
Your contact for questions and further information: Mr. Baletic (Works Manager) | F +49 7843 709 223  

For your application until 31.01.2018, along with your salary expectations and the earliest possible starting date is best for you 
here: bewerbung@Keller-KGS.com 
 
 

KGS Keller Geräte & Service GmbH 
Human Resources     Schwarzwaldstraße 1    77871 Renchen 


